April 21st, 2020

Barony of Myrgan Wood
Monthly Business Meeting
Call to Order: Meeting began at 7:07 pm via Microsoft Teams
In Attendance:
Raoul & Roxanne Delaroche
Alric The Indecisive & Catherina Steenhuise
Conan
Willum Winters
Eira
Haskul
Sachiko
Alexandra & Hoshikawa

Llygoden & Fluffy of Myrganwood
Amee Martin
Jorrun Halldorsdottir
Catherine
Siobhan Tadghan
Ayame Houjou
Isabelle Buckels
Robert the Bartender

Because this was a new way for us to meet we began with a role call. This ensured that your
chronicler had a complete list of all who attended. Much obliged.

1. Review of the Minutes:
Any errors, omissions, questions or discussion stemming from last meeting’s minutes?

2. Words from Their Excellencies:
How are things going?
People seem to be doing ok and we are adapting to the new normal.
Alric is running a cat house apparently. 6 furry reidents,
Its wonderful to hear everyones voices.
As per the Crown we as a Kingdom are not having any events until the situation worldwide
settles down. What that is looking like for us is potentially Quad War being the earliest that we
can host an event. If the International gives Variance this would mean that Quad war would
also be Coronation. Many Volunteers will be needed to make this event happen if this is what is
going to go ahead.
For now we are all staying closer to home
There are online classes available to partake in
Microsoft Teams is what th International wants us to use.
Reminder to take a look at the Avantegarde. There is a Polling announcement. Virtual Polling
will be in July. Forms will be available.

3. Officer Summaries / Office Updates:
Chronicler:
Still looking for a Deputy
Exchequer:
Catherine is having issues accessing the accounts due to errors and issues. It will hopefully be resolved
shortly.
Skald the Hall report:
97 Adults
8 minors
63 Adults for Feast
4 minors for Feast
$898.67
$89.87 Tribute to the Kingdom
A&S:

There isn’t much going on. No classes are being offered at this time,
Looking into the possibility of online classes.
There is an idea of having a show and tell type thing once a month.
Chatelaine:
Very slow, as we expect with what is going on with the pandemic. No one has reached out.
May demo is on hold. Willum will contact Sherbrooke to possibly reschedule for a safer time.
As of this moment there is no summer events on the go. Calgary Expo is cancelled, So is Shakespeare on
the Saskatchewan.
Herald:
Heraldry for non-heraldic cultures: SCA heraldry is based off of late-period European heraldic traditions;
loads of cultures in the SCA didn’t use that kind of heraldry, but they did have similar systems, or at least
particular cultural styles. The resources I found can help people develop arms that resemble the imagery
found in these non-heraldic cultures, but will be registrable though the SCA College of Heralds. Example
cultures include Japanese, old Norse and Middle Eastern. Populace badge: We already have a particular
badge registered for the purposes of preventing conflict (ie we can give permission to conflict with
ourselves), but not associated with any particular office or award. Through an administrative action (no
cost, not going through the long registration process) we can get that particular badge to be relabelled
as our official populace badge.

Thank you the Alric for his hard work and for sending me this. I’ve copied this word for word from him.
OP Herald has requested that anyone who has received an award please take a peek at the OP list to be
sure everything is correct. I.e. spelling of your name etc. If it isn’t please contact Alric so he can have it
changed.
It's an official meeting at this point: Catherina hiccup’d and Alexandra jumped.
Knight Marshal:

Archery: Membership has been extended until June for the Dundurn Range
Webminister:
The Website is maintained
Conan needs clones.
Social Media:
Things are being posted everyday until we meet again face to face
Looking for book and movie recommendations.
Our social Media content is being shared around the world.

Seneschal:
There has been approval from the Crown to have non-members to poll on the forms as well.
Polling forms are available through Ayame.
The Dates for Polling are July 1st-4th, 2020
Polling online is new so there will be some kinks to work out.
If anyone has any questions about polling please contact Ayame.
This poll is to see if we the populace would like Roaul and Roxanne to remain as our Baron and Baroness
for another 2 year term.

Skald the Hall:
It went well,
We have been challenged to make a Bard off Belt by Baron Jean.

Quad is the first possible event to be hosted since the pandemic kicked off. Its gonna be huge!
If we are going through with it we can not only expect Avacal to show up in force but out of
Kingdom guests as well. It will include a Coronation and we need lots and lots of help to make it
run.
Haskul and Susan of Myrgan Wood have put an even bid in for Anniversary 2020. They have
been given permission to do an overnight stay at the hall in Kenaston.
Ayame made mention that she only has 1 more year as Seneschal. She will not be extending
that.
She is in need of a deputy.
Alexandra has been a big help.
This microsoft teams thing is not the same as face to face,
Alexandra is working on an Asset sheet for all the Baronies stuff.
Excel works well for her but not for anyone else so she is requesting tech help.
If anyone has any feedback from the web meeting please contact the Baron and Baroness or
Ayame.

Meeting ended at: 8:11 pm
Next Business Meeting: May 19th, 2020
Upcoming Events:
● Due to COvid-19 All events until at least the end of July have been cancelled by the
Crown.

·

